AI Engineer (m/w/x)
Talto, Austria
100% remote possible
30h-40h/week

At Talto we develop a progressive web app which helps students and young talents find the career of their dreams and companies to find their young talents.

If you consider Artificial Intelligence as your personal challenge and if you want to know more about recommender systems, machine and deep learning architectures, come and join our team!

We use cutting edge technology and data science to build and extend Europe’s smartest career platform. Our web platform is used by thousands of students/young talents and high-profile customers in Austria and Germany every day. As a team member you will contribute to our AI framework in an innovative and entrepreneurial way, bringing in new ideas, concepts and use cases providing high value to our platform users.

As part of our team
• You are responsible for implementing and integrating new features into our recommender framework and for measuring and optimizing its performance
• You take part in our remote Kanban development process with daily contact to our highly motivated dev team
• You use Python or Java, Docker, MongoDB, Apache Solr and Machine Learning concepts to improve our platform continuously

Your profile
• Min. MSc with at least two years professional experience
• Motivation, passion and willingness to learn and apply new things
• Fluency in Machine Learning concepts
• Good programming skills in Python or Java
• Previously built, trained and deployed models to production environments
• Experience in Recommender Systems, Database Concepts and Microservice Architecture is a plus
• Enjoy working in an international team with team spirit and initiative
• Very good English skills, German advantageous

We offer
• Attractive compensation and employee stock options
• Possibility to apply the latest tech used by thousands of users a day
• A dynamic team with real start-up spirit
• Ability to work from everywhere with flexible working hours
• Permanent exchange of know-how within the team
• A MacBook Pro as a working device
• If needed, a workplace in the heart of Graz or Vienna

Salary
We offer an attractive compensation package that matches your individual experience and qualifications, starting with a monthly gross salary of at least 3.500 € (14 x p.a.) for 40 hours.

Join our team!
Submit your CV (English or German) and if available: Work Portfolio, GitHub, LinkedIn via email to astrid.pfeiler@talto.com. We will carefully review your application and come back to you as soon as possible.
We are very much looking forward to receiving your application.

Need more details? Just drop us a line.
talto.com